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CARS Update: New Plate Fee Calculators
Plate transfer fee calculator and registration fee calculator have been upgraded

We thank the dealers and dealership staff who have been contacting us with issues they are still
having with CARS e-Services. We met with the Secretary of State's office this week to discuss the
top concerns dealers have, and will continue to work with the state as we receive more feedback
from dealerships.

One of the primary issues we keep hearing about is the plate transfer fee calculator (calculate fees
for a plate transfer) and the registration fee calculator (calculate fees for a new registration).
Dealers occasionally get an incorrect fee when using the online calculator, which may require
them to either cover the cost difference, or charge the customer an additional amount - neither of
which is a desirable option.

For the past few months the state has been working on an update to resolve this problem. This
morning, the state introduced upgraded VIN-based plate transfer fee calculators that should
provide dealerships quick and accurate transfer fees.

Important things to know about the upgraded fee calculators:

The calculators are available for use as of Friday morning, June 7.

They will be VIN based (like the automatic CVR calculator). The upgraded calculators will
allow dealers to input a VIN, and the MSRP will be retrieved for you.

They are accessible only when logged into your CARS account. The Upgraded Fee
Calculators guide from the state provides directions to access and use the new calculators.

Those already set up as Account Managers and users authorized to issue BFS-4s should now
have access to the new calculators.

Others who need to use the calculator (i.e. a salesperson) will need to be set up with a
limited account in order to access the upgraded calculator. (This limited account will not
give the person access to BFS-4 capabilities or management level controls.)

This Dealer Authentication guide from the state provides details on the various access
levels and their permissions. (Access levels include Account Manager, BFS-4 Issuer, View
and Fee Calculator.) It also provides the steps to establish access for additional users.

Quick process overview: the Account Manager will request a new View or Fee
Calculator user account within the CARS web portal. An email address for each new
user is required. The system will send an email message with log in credentials
directly to the new user. (We are told the request and subsequent email to the new
user is a quick process.)

Please note that the OLD calculators will still be available within their existing location on
the CARS web portal. These are not the calculators you will want to use. You must be
logged into your CARS account to use the upgraded calculators.

Special Note Only for Plate Transfers with Renewal
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For a customer whose plate expires within the next 6 months, please review these
instructions. (Applicable only if the customer elects to transfer and renew his/her

plate at the time of vehicle purchase.)

Plate Transfer Fee Calculator
Up-charge to transfer the plate from

the customer's old vehicle to the
vehicle being purchased - through
the plate's next renewal date (often

a birthday).

Required vehicle details:
Plate # of the plate being
transferred
Information and VIN of the
vehicle being purchased
Subtract $8.00 from the total
calculated (explained below)

Registration Fee Calculator
Used to calculate the plate fee for a 12-month
renewal cycle...and if the customer chooses to

renew in addition to transferring the plate.

Required vehicle details:
Information and VIN for the vehicle
being purchased
If the vehicle being purchased is a
2017, 2018, 2019 or 2020 - subtract
one model year. (i.e. a 2019 vehicle
should be entered as a 2018 model
year.)
Use sale date when calculating the 12-
month fee. Do not use customer's birth
date.

Once these two calculations have been determined, add the two numbers together and note the
final calculation in the License Plate Fee box of the RD-108. This will give you the cost to
transfer the plate through its current renewal expiration date, plus the next full 12-month renewal
cycle.

The $8.00 you subtracted above will be noted in the Reg. Plate Transfer Fee box. This process
will keep you from duplicating the fee.

We hope the new plate transfer fee calculator and registration fee calculator resolve the issue of
incorrect fees being charged to the customer. If you have any difficulty locating or using the
calculators please reach out to MADA at (800) 292-1923 or DADA at (248) 643-0250.

We again thank dealers and dealership staff for letting us know what problems and questions you
still have with CARS e-Services. This is the most productive method to get the issues resolved
because it allows us to communicate with the state to discuss various dealer issues during one
meeting or phone call. We look forward to your continued feedback.
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